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Abstra t
We are lo ated in the ontext of the simulation of industrial systems, whish are omplex and distributed
in operational, de isional and informational terms. In this arti le, we present through a study ase the
whole of the on epts, formalisms and models suggested by our methodologi al approa h MAMA S . It
takes into a ount the distribution, the modularity, and the reusability during the modeling and the
simulation of industrial systems. In addition to various formalisms suggested, we present a model of a
multi-agent system, whish is able to arry out simulation.
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Introdu tion

Simulation is a tool adapted to the modern industrial problems. It permits to take a ount of the dynami
aspe ts during the study of the produ tion system behavior. But ertain problems always remain. We
parti ularly on entrate ourself on four ategories. First, we onsider that the simulation tools are still
seldom a ompanied by methodologies. These last would fa ilitate the modeling of the systems. Then,
simulation tools make diÆ ult any modular on eption of models. It is diÆ ult to re-use part of alreadydeveloped models without arrying out signi ant adaptations. The third problem is the very strong
inter onne tion of the operational, informational and de isional aspe ts within simulation models. For
example, if you want to simulate two di erent kind of management e.g., pushed- or pulled- ows, you must
write two ompletly di erent models event if only the de isional aspe t hange. Lastly, we think that it is
in reasingly diÆ ult to simulate urrent industrial systems (virtual so iety, onsortium, ...). Indeed, they
evolve to in reasingly de entralize stru tures.
To answer these various problems, we proposed in [Galland, 1999℄ a methodologi al approa h : MAMA S
1
. It o ers a modeling ba kground to solve the various problems mentioned above. It provides an modeling approa h, whish is independent of any simulation tool. The data-pro essing distribution of simulation
models is managed via the introdu tion of the multi-agent on epts (MAS). Finally di erentiation of the
industrial system ows is arried out a ording to the systemi theories [Le Moigne, 1992℄ and to MAS.
The two following se tions present respe tively our methodologi al approa h and the multi-agent
framework in whi h we are lo ated. In se tion 3 we illustrate through a study ase the main on epts of
MAMA S . This study ase orresponds to a produ tion line of an automobile manufa turer. Finally we
on lude and present our perspe tives.
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Methodologi al approa h for simulation

To develop a simulation model and to answer the problems evoked in the introdu tion, we use the methodologi al approa h, whi h we propose in [Galland, 1999℄, named MAMA S . The gure 1 illustrates, a ording to a formalism lose to SADT, the life y le of this approa h.
The rst stage is the analysis. It has a result that must be the des ription of the properties and
onstraints atta hed to the modeling or to the simulation of the studied industrial system. Even if this
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Figure 1: Methodologi al approa h
phase was not the obje t of our works, we propose within the framework of this arti le an approa h drawn
from work on the extensions of the methodology B [Galland, 1998℄. This approa h onsists in des ribing
a whole of rules. They should appear in the ontinuation of the modeling and more espe ialy during the
spe i ation phase.
The phase of spe i ation permits to arry out a formal simulation model (or abstra t simulation
model). This one is independent of any simulation tool or MAS platform. In order to answer the problems of ow dis tin tion within the system, the model is based on a systemi approa h [Le Moigne, 1977,
Le Moigne, 1992℄, and separately des ribes the operational, informational and de isional aspe ts. Moreover, the approa h suggested in MAMA S takes into a ount the data-pro essing and on eptual distributions of simulation models. The data-pro essing distribution orresponds to the distribution and the
ommuni ation of models within a omputer network. These problems are partly solved by te hnologies
like HLA [US Department of Defense, 1996℄.
The stage of on eption is based on the use of the abstra t simulation model previously de ned. It is
ompletely or partially translated into a multi-agent model, whi h is able to arry out the simulation. We
de ided to use the MAS on epts be ause they are strongly adapted to the management of the physi al
and de isional aspe ts of industrial systems [Burlat, 1996℄. The result of the on eption phase is a MAS
model using the Vowel approa h [Demazeau, 1995℄. However this model is always independent of any
multi-agent platform and simulation tool.
The last major stage of our methodologi al approa h is the implementation. It permits to instan e
the MAS model des ribed above. This instan iation an use a multi-agent platform (MAST, Matkit...)
as well as a simulation tool (Arena, Simple++...).
Our methodologi al approa h provides also a set of stages that allow to make some experiments on
the simulation models. The results should be used to validate the model, or to retrogress in the modeling
life- y le to update or to orre t models.
Finally the methodologi al guideline and the onstru tion of a MAS are internal stages of the MAMA S
development. They respe tively provides a modeling guideline with MAMA S and the implementation of
a multi-agent system whose role is to he k the integrity of the various models produ ed by MAMA S .
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Case study: workshop of produ tion of sensors

In this se tion, we present a study ase that allows us to study and validate the on epts of MAMA S .

3.1 Abstra t presentation of the system studied
This study ase is based on the problem ta kled in [Ha id, 1999, Campagne, 2001℄. It is about an equipment supplier that realize sensors for the ar industry. The unit \sensors" is organized in lines. Our work
on erns one of these lines, whi h produ es two di erent kind of sensors A and B. The line is made up of
four ma hines respe tively arrying out winding, the weldings and the installation of legs, the weldings
and the rotation of the sensors, and ontrols of them.
Sensor A follows a route made up of the rst, the se ond and the fourth ma hines. Whereas the sensor
B follows its own route made up of the rst, the third and the fourth ma hines.
Stru tural ar hite ture of the line imposes an organization in the form of two distin t workshops being
in di erent pla es in the building. The rst workshop ontains only the rst and the se ond ma hine
whereas the se ond workshop is omposed of the two last ma hines.

The human organization of the line onsists of the use of three ma hinists' ompeten es. The rst
an work only on the se ond and the third ma hines, whereas the two following an work on the rst
and third ma hines. The management mode of these human resour es is based on the \ rst in rst out"
prin iples.

3.2 Analysis
We will name the four ma hines M1 , M2 , M3 and M4 . Figure 2 illustrates the studied system. This
phase is not the subje t of our work. However we propose an approa h based on the expression of rules
and onstraints. This approa h, whish is the result from works on the method B su h as [Galland, 1998℄,
permits to follow the evolution of the properties and onstraints during the modeling.
Within the framework of our ase study, we release about fteen rules of whi h some are presented in
the ontinuation of this se tion. We onsider that the drafting of these rules was empiri al i.e., we do not
propose method or te hni that should fa ilitate their drafting.
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Figure 2: Produ tion line of a automobile manufa turer

Rule 1 :
The line of produ tion is made up of four ma hines M1 ,

M2

, M3 ,

M4

.

Rule 2 :
The line of produ tion is able to produ e a rst type of sensors A. The latter must pass
su essively by the ma hines M1 , M2 and M4 .

Rule 3 :
The operator Operator1 is able to work on the ma hines M2 and M3 .

Rule 4 :
The rst operator is a member of the team on whi h depends dire tly from the rst site.
He is regarded as a lo al resour e of this site.

Rule 5 :
The ma hines M1 , M2 , M3 and M4 have pro essing times a ording to a normal statisti al
law of reason 10.

The rules, whi h we have just stated are not exhaustive but allow us to illustrate the use of this
analyzing approa h in the ontinuation of this arti le.

3.3 Spe i ation of the simulation model
In this se tion, we de ne the abstra t simulation model des ribing the industrial system presented in
se tion 3.1. The abstra t model orresponds to a representation of the industrial system, whi h is independent of any simulation tool and any multi-agent platform. The model is divided into three sub-models
orresponding respe tively to ea h subsystem of the systemi approa h suggested by [Le Moigne, 1977,
Le Moigne, 1992℄ : operational, informational and de isional.

3.3.1 Operational subsystem model
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Figure 3: Abstra t model of the operational subsystem
The operational subsystem is modelled by a simple des ription of the physi al stru tures. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) illustrate the models of the rst and se ond site.
These diagrams enable us to be ompliant with the rule 1. We represent also the only storage area of
our system using a queue.
As illustrated in gure 2, the rst site ontains only the ma hines M1 and M2 , whereas the se ond
site ontains the two other ma hines (M3 and M4 ) as well as the queue before the last ma hine.
We onsider that the model representing the operational subsystem should ontain only the physi al
stru tures of the produ tion system [Le Moigne, 1992℄. In parti ular it is impossible to indi ate the proessing times of the various produ tion units or the behaviors used by resour e allo ation (FIFO, LIFO...).
This various information fall within the ompeten e of the informational or de isional substystems.

3.3.2 Informational subsystem model
We de ne the informational subsystem from the models of the nomen latures and of the produ t routing.

Nomen lature model: Within this model, we des ribe the list of the produ ts and sub-produ ts
( omponents) transformed within our produ tion system, as well as the list of the omposition relations
between these various produ ts.
In this study ase, the produ tion line treats only sensors A and B. Our system not handling any
sub-produ t, the nomen lature models of these two produ ts are simple. However we onsider that a
sensor is omposed by omponents that are not used by our model ( f. rule 5).
Routing model: In this model we des ribe the means and the resour es ne essary for the realization
of sensors A and B. Figure 4 illustrates the four models ne essary to des ribe the route of the two produ ts
out of the two sites of produ tion. The formalism used not having been de nitively hosen yet, we propose
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Figure 4: Abstra t model of produ t routing
a representation based over transformation units (Pro essingUnit), transitions (Produ t) and pro essing
times (Law).
We hose to de ne the route of sensor A only on the rst site. It is ne essary to have a oheren e
between the routing model and the nomen lature model. Indeed, if the produ t whose manufa ture
is des ribed in the route requires the use of sub-produ ts, the latter must obligatorily appear in the
nomen lature model of the same produ t.
In this study ase, the produ ts not being omposed of sub-produ ts, the routing model must reveal
the sensors A and B respe tively in the models of the rst and se ond produ ts. Rule 2 enables us to
build a model of the ranges for the sensor A, whi h is omposed of ma hines M1 , M2 and M3 . Moreover
the pro essing times on these last ( f. rule 5) are expli itly mentioned in the form of normal statisti al
laws.
In the routing model of the sensor B, we arbitrarily de ided to distribute information within the two
sites. Thus we onsider that sites 1 and 2 ontain routing sub-models respe tively so that ea h site
has information ne essary and suÆ ient on erning the route of the sensor B. This hoi e requires the
implementation of he king me hanisms of the oheren e, whi h we have des ribed in the spe i ations
of MAMA S [Galland, 2000a℄. The pro essing times of the ma hines are dedu ed from rule 5.
Considering that the routes are made up of transformation units, we de ne the pro essing times
ne essary to arry out their task. A Law obje t is thus atta hed to ea h pro essing unit.

3.3.3 De isional subsystem model
The de isional subsystem ontains the whole of the de ision-making enters ne essary to the management
of the industrial system [Burlat, 1996℄. Within the framework of this study ase, we propose the de isional
model presented in gure 5.
This de isional model in ludes only the operational level. The ta ti al and strategi levels do not have
any parti ular signi an e in the urrent state of the problem. It is not ne essary to make them appear
in this model.
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Figure 5: Abstra t model of the de isional subsystem
We de ned a de ision-making enter for the fun tion of \raw material" generation, and for ea h
ompteten e group playing a role in the system. Operator1 is a resour e, whi h is used as soon as it
is available. To model this management mode, we reate an operational de ision-making enter, whi h
asso iated with ma hines M2 and M3 , enables us to model the algorithm of attribution of the resour e
Operator1. Indeed we onsider that the resour e management is under the ompeten e of the de isional
subsystem rather than the operational subsystem. We de ne the behavior of the de ision-making enter
by the way of a rea tive behavior: the enter will answer favorably an allowan e or release of the resour e
a ording to the as-used ondition of it. With this intention we use the groundwork of a rea tive behavior
given by MAMA S . It enables us to de ne by the way of pseudo ode the rea tions of the de isionmaking enter a ording in the messages, whi h it will re eive from the ma hines B and C. But before
illustrating these behaviors, we de ne a value or variable allowing us to represent the resour e on the
level of the de ision-making enter : CONTEXT Resour e adminitrator 1 DEFINE resour eo perator1 :
Semaphore:Asof now; we anasf ollowsdef inethebehaviorof themanagement enterof ompeten e1(weuseapseudo

S [Galland, 2000a℄)

:

CONTEXT Resour e administrator 1
WHEN RECEIVE SYNCHRONOUS
Allo ationOfResour e
FROM ATTACHED( M )
THEN
self.resour e_operator1.get()
REPLY Operator1
END
CONTEXT Resour e administrator 1
WHEN RECEIVE SYNCHRONOUS
ReleaseOfResour e
WITH PARAMS ( ID: Identifi ator )
FROM ATTACHED( M )
THEN
self.resour e_operator1.release()
END

These two rea tive behaviors permits the de ision-making enter to allo ate the resour es a ording
to a management mode FIFO.
The behavior spe i ation of the de ision-making enter managing the se ond group of ompeten es
(Operator2 and Operator3) is arried out same manner as previously.
The de ision-making enter EntityGenerator has the role to periodi ally generate ommands of entity
generation. This enter has a behavior imposing to him the use of an exponential law of average 10.
CONTEXT EntityGenerator
WHEN EXPO( 10 )

odederivedf

THEN
LET aprodu t = CHOOSE
WITH NORMAL( 10, 5 ) IN P1,P2
AND aquantity = CHOOSE
WITH NORMAL( 10, 5 ) IN [1,℄
IN
SEND GenerationEntity
( aprodu t , aquantity )
TO ATTACHED( EntityGenerator )
END

We have just des ribed the abstra t model of our industrial system. In the following se tions, we present
the model of a agent so iety orresponding to this abstra t model. Then, we illustrate the hoi es of
implementation, whi h were ne essary to the data-pro essing realization of the simulation model.

3.4 Con eptual model : a so iety of agents
The on eptual model is a multi-agent model orresponding to the abstra t model des ribes during the
spe i ation phase. It des ribes the stru ture of the agent so iety without however imposing the use of
a multi-agent platform or a simulation tool. The only onstraint is to respe t a spe i ation arried out
a ording to the vowel approa h [Demazeau, 1995℄.
Before presenting the on eptual model of our study ase, we des ribe our MAS ontext, and then
a model proposed by the MAMA S methodology and whi h is used as a basis for onstru tion of the
multi-agent model.

3.4.1 Multi-agent systems
Our methodologi al approa h is based on the multi-agent on epts [Ferber, 1995℄. We use the Vowel
approa h (or AEIO) proposed by [Demazeau, 1995℄. Figure 6 [Boissier, 1999℄ illustrates the four fa ets
omposing approa h AEIO.
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Figure 6: Vowel approa h (AEIO)
The Agent fa et orresponds to a stru tural, fun tional and behavioral des ription of the agents. The
Environment is the whole of the obje ts existing in the MAS but whi h are not autonomous or deliberative.
The Intera tion fa et permits to spe ify the whole of the languages and the proto ols allowing the agents
to ex hange messages and knowledge. Lastly, the Organization is the des ription of the organisational
relations (links of dependen es or authority, roles, ...). They allow to spe ify the organisational stru ture
of the agents within the system.
By their autonomy and their apa ities of intera tions, the multi-agent systems permits to arry out
at the same time the distribution within a omputer network, but also the distribution of the operational
subsystem. Moreover ognitive apa ities of agents authorize the distribution of the informational and
de isional subsystems [Burlat, 1996℄. The modularity generated by the use of the MAS enables us to
answer another ru ial point at the industrial level : the re-use of knowledge and the already ontrolled
tools. In se tion 3.4, we brie y present multi-agent ar hite ture proposed by MAMA S .
Wishing to on entrate us on the development of an multi-agent ar hite ture adapted to the simulation
of industrial systems, we use the results of work on the time expression in MAS [Carron, 1999℄, on the

opening of MAS [Ver outer, 2000℄, on the organisational stru tures in MAS [Hannoun, 2000℄. Within the
framework of this arti le, we will approa h in se tion 3.4 the on ept of multi-agent opening system.

3.4.2 Agent model of simulation
In order to allow the installation of a pro ess of simulation via agent so iety, we propose an infrastru ture
illustrated by gure 7(a).
It is made up mainly by inter- onne ted so ieties of agents. This prin iple enables us to distinguish
two great lasses of agents :
 the fa ilitators (AgF) have as the role to fa ilitate the transmission of the messages between the
agents having to arry out the simulation pro ess. Thus the fa ilitators are obligatory intermediaries
to arry out the ommuni ations of a under-so iety of agents towards another. In addition, the whole
of the fa ilitors maintain a knowledge base ontaining the whole of the resour es and the servi es
(resour es, names of entral pro essing unit, de ision-making enters, ...) available in the system.
AgF are harged to route the messages so that the latter rea h at least one of the agents managing
the orresponding servi es.
 the agents for simulation (Ag) make the ompany of agents being able to simulate. We propose
an ar hite ture allowing the agent to ommuni ate with the fa ilitators as well as with the other
elements of its environment (agents and obje ts of the environment).
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Figure 7: MAS ar hite tures
The fa ilitators are the only stati agents within MAMA S i.e., their ar hite ture and their intera tions
are de ned in our methodologi al approa h and annot be extended by obje ts belonging to a simulation
model. The latter an only in uen e the design simulation agents. Figure 7(a) illustrates also another
signi ant aspe t of our approa h : re ursivity of our ar hite ture. Indeed, ea h agent or obje t of the
environment of our multi-agent system an be in its turn a multi-agent system of lower level.

De nition of a fa ilitator
We de ne an agent fa ilitator a ording to four fa ets of approa h AEIO :
 Fa et \Agent": An fa ilitator is omposed of a behavioral module making it possible the agent
to play the role of link or fa ilitator. We onsider that the fa ilitators are friendly a ording to
[Ver outer, 2000℄ with AgF. Figure 7(b) illustrates this ar hite ture:
{ Knowledge: knowledge base ne essary to the module of reasoning : servi es suggested by the
simulation agents re orded at this AgF, ...
{ Friendly knowledge: together knowledge ne essary to the friendly behavior of the agent.
This knowledge is divided into two parts : the representation of other AgF and the knowledge
ommon to all the agents (semanti of an a tion or a plan...) [Ver outer, 2000℄.

{ Friendly behaviour: modulate allowing the agent to implement a friendly behavior with the
other fa ilitators. When a AgF wants to enter the system, it is presented to the other fa ilitators
by using the method suggested by [Ver outer, 2000℄. On e introdu ed into the ompany, the new
fa ilitator maintains the oheren e of his knowledge on the servi es suggested by the simulation
agents, whi h are asso iated to him, and his knowledge of other AgF.
{ Link behavior: module allowing the agent to be used as link between various agent so iety.
This module uses the part representation of the others of friendly knowledge. When the agent
re eives a request for message transmission on behalf of an simulation agent, it will seek the
fa ilitator satisfying the needs and will send a message to this one. When it re eives a message
on behalf of another fa ilitator, AgF seeks an simulation agent able to meet the needs and
if it nds any no, either it returns the address of another fa ilitator that ould respond more
eÆ iently to the answer, or it returns an error message.
{ A tions & intera tions: module allowing to implement the a tions and the intera tions
de ided by the module of reasoning.
 Fa et \Environment": The fa ilitator does not have any relationship with the environment. This
fa et is thus not onsidered in our model.
 Fa et \Intera tion": The fa ilitator has two main ategories of intera tions: intera tions with the
other fa ilitators and the intera tions with the simulation agents. Initially we de ne the ontology
used in this fa et : transmission of messages of simulation and modeling of industrial systems. In
addition to the proto ols ne essary to the friendly behaviour, we de ne two proto ols :
{ sending proto ol of a message towards other AgF,
{ proto ol of taking into a ount of a message oming from another Ag, illustrated by gure 8(a).
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Figure 8: Proto ols
These proto ols are represented using state-transition graphs. The transitions are labelled by the
messages sent (pre xed by +) or re eipts (pre xed by !). In addition ea h message an be post xed
by arguments.
Other proto ols an be used by these agents : proto ol of sear h for servi e within knowledge of the
fa ilitators...
The messages ex hanged during its two proto ols will be formalized using spe i ations of FIPAACL, FIPA-SL and [Carron, 1999℄.
 Fa et \Organization": The fa ilitators play the role of link between the various agent so ieties.
They have links of dealings with the other fa ilitators (AgF) and of the links of authority with
the agents (Ag) omposing the ompany with whish they are atta hed. The expression of su h an
organization with MOISE [Hannoun, 2000℄ does not put any problem.

De nition of an agent for simulation
This ategory of agents is not entirely spe i ed by MAMA S . We propose only one partial ar hite ture
of the Intera tion fa et, whi h will permit to the agents to ommuni ate with the fa ilitators. This
ar hite ture is made up of two proto ols : sending and re eption of messages towards AgF. Figure 8(b)
illustrates the proto ol making it possible to send a message towards another agent via AgF.

Our methodology proposes also a whole of de nitions of simulation agents : agent transferring the
entities from a model to another, resour e management enter... These various models are not usable
dire tly. They an be ompared to low-level business-obje ts.

3.4.3 A so iety of agents for the studied ase
Within the framework of our study ase, we release the following types of agents:
 agents orresponding to the de ision-making enters managing the resour es,
 the agent orresponding to the de ision-making enter for the generation of the entities,
 agents allowing to transmit the entities from a simulation model to another,
 agents representing the remote resour es.
Figure 9 illustrates the stru ture of the agent so iety. MAMA S onsiders that these agents are bla kboxes (thereafter, we will propose an ar hite ture for ea h agent that ould be generated starting from
the modeling elements of the abstra t simulation model). The only onstraint that we impose is that
these various agents use the same te hni of intera tion (messages and proto ols) to ommuni ate with
the fa ilitators. The des ription format of the servi es is also given by MAMA S .
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Figure 9: Stru ture of the SMA for the ase study

3.5 Computer model : the implementation

During this phase the previous MAS model is instan ed. For that, we use the simulation software Arena
a ompanied by the programming environment Visual Basi . Figure 10 illustrates the Arena model of
the rst site. MAMA S proposes rules of translation from multi-agent model to a software ar hite ture.

4

Con lusion and perspe tives

We propose a methodologi al approa h allowing to arry out simulation models of omplex and distributed systems. This approa h, named MAMA S , was introdu ed into [Galland, 1999, Galland, 2000b,
Galland, 2000 ℄ without however being the subje t of a presentation integrating the whole of its on epts.
In this arti le, we illustrate through study ase the various on epts atta hed to MAMA S .
After having brie y presented the life y le of MAMA S : analysis, spe i ation, design and implementation, we present these four phases through the modeling of a sensor produ tion workshop for the
ar industry. This example enables us to on retely show the possibilities o ered by MAMA S . We show
that an modeling approa h based on the systemi one was valid. We propose a model of multi-agent
system able to arry out distributed and modular simulations. In addition, we an foresee that the use of
a systemi modeling largely fa ilitates the modi ation of the simulation models. Indeed, any hange in
one of the operational, informational or de isional subsystems does not ne essary imply a modi ation in
the others.
In the future, we want to develop the phase of analysis. Moreover we think that the modeling elements
urrently proposed are not enough to allow an easy modeling of industrial systems. Thus we will study
the on ept of business-obje t as a possible extension of MAMA S . Lastly, we will apply our theories to
industrial appli ations.

Figure 10: Simulation model of the rst site
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